25 Years Of Living History

To commemorate 25 years of publication, Asia Today International is now available through Mergent's WebReports™. This includes all copies of the magazine back to first publication in 1983.

Reports have been scanned using the latest OCR technology, allowing each document to be word-searched as required. Accessing any particular article is also seamless through a comprehensive index allowing users to view a list of articles within each issue. The Asia Today International subscription can be stand-alone or incorporated with other document sets available through WebReports™.

About WebReports™

WebReports™ is a comprehensive library of documents, including 300,000 annual reports, region-specific industry reports and other company-related documents in .pdf image format.

This incomparable resource incorporates the latest search technology to find documents by company name, country, report type, year of report and industry sector in which the company operates. Its flexible form also allows users to select portions of reports most relevant to them.

Access to any dataset through WebReports™ is by annual subscription. The Asia Today International collection can also be purchased on a data-DVD as a one-off acquisition.